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WHEN YOU’VE A LOT ON.
Anyone looking for a challenge, needs a strong and reliable partner. That’s why MOTOREX
offers a comprehensive range of first class lubrication and maintenance products with the
very best support to ensure that motorbikes can still give their best in even the most demanding of situations. The collaboration with world-class racing teams and top motorcycle
brands forms the basis for the best performance and optimum safety. www.motorex.com
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Dear customers and readers
In this issue of MOTOREX Magazine we again bring you a number of inter-

10	Passion triumphs: collaboration with
Husqvarna Motorcycles

esting developments and success stories. All these stories have one thing
in common: every time, success is the result of close cooperation among
everyone involved.
Our year got off to a successful sporting start with a victory in the Dakar
Rally together with our longtime collaborator KTM. Together with our customers we have developed and improved new motor oils, gear oils and
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CLEAN & CARE products. And together with our distributors we now have

The pumpkin cracker: Green Bull Master

a successful presence in the Russian market.

SCOOTER LINE

Every development project and every collaboration begins with an analysis.

Top performance for scooter engines

In our Inside column, our development team offers exclusive insights into

INTERNATIONAL
18

needs and choosing your ideal partner accordingly.

INSIDE

That’s why we’re particularly pleased that the tradition-steeped and extremely successful brand Husqvarna Motorcycles has chosen MOTOREX
as exclusive lubricant supplier in 2018. Our lead story tells you how we are

NORDIC

working together with passion to forge another successful partnership.

A clean solution: Drive-in Boatwash
And on that note, I wish you all interesting reading and, as always, lots of
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You too, dear customers, are continually analyzing your requirements and

Russia turns to quality

20	
Precision analysis in the MOTOREX lab

22

how these extremely precise analyses are carried out in the MOTOREX lab.

success – together !

SWISSCOOL 8000 for top performance
Yours

Martin Wabnegger
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
© KTM media

HIGH SUCTION
RAPID ABSORPTION
LOW DUST
0.6–3.5 MM GRAIN SIZE
REUSABLE IN HANDY
10 KG BUCKET

MOTOSORB
BINDS OIL AND
CHEMICALS
MOTOSORB oil binder from
MOTOREX uses an innovative
granulate structure to
absorb fluids (oil, fuels,
chemicals, etc.) even faster.
The oil binder is extremely
versatile thanks to grain sizes
ranging from 0.6 to 3.5 mm.
Even when the granulate is
completely saturated,
MOTOSORB is non-slip and
easy to sweep up. Suitable
for indoor or outdoor use on
small or large surfaces.
Bulk weight is approximately
440 g/l and absorbency
(standard type III/R) is in the
range of 1 to 1.2 l fluid per
kilo of granulate. Available
in resealable 10-kg buckets
and 16-kg bags.

AUSTRIA AND KTM CELEBRATE
MATTHIAS WALKNER
Exceptional motorcycle talent Matthias Walkner became
the first Austrian ever to win the Dakar Rally at the 40th
annual race in 2018. “Last year I almost won with a second
place finish, but this year it just worked out in spite of
some extremely close calls,” said a jubilant Walkner after
crossing the finish line in Córdoba, Argentina on January
20, 2018. No fewer than 167 motorcyclists took part in the
grueling 9000-kilometer contest over 14 stages through
Peru, Bolivia and Argentina, starting in Lima. On his dependable, MOTOREX-lubricated KTM, Walkner finished the
world’s toughest rally race 16 minutes and 53 seconds
ahead of the second-place finisher. Celebrating with
Walkner were not just his fans and the whole team, but
also the entire KTM workforce at the company’s headquarters in Mattighofen.
www.matthiaswalkner.com
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Pride: The first Austrian to win
the race, Matthias Walkner
brings home the 17th Dakar
trophy for KTM.

FULLY SYNTHETIC
 OW SMOKE AND ASH COMBUSTION
L
FOR DEVICES WITH HOT-RUNNING TWOSTROKE ENGINES
CATALYTIC CONVERTER TESTED
IDEAL FOR INJECTION ENGINES
REDUCES DEPOSITS
ENHANCED ANTI-CORROSION

SOLVENT-FREE
 APIDLY BIODEGRADABLE
R
DISSOLVES GREASE RESIDUES
ALSO SUITABLE FOR CARBON
RESEALABLE
ECONOMICAL 2-L REFILL PACKAGE

A BRILLIANT IDEA:
BIKE CLEAN AS REFILL
Highly effective, solvent-free quick cleaner MOTOREX
BIKE CLEAN is now available in resealable refill
bags. With its high-performance dirt-dissolving
formula, BIKE CLEAN penetrates and removes
mud, dirt, dust, etc. in the blink of an eye. Leaves
no greasy residue and does not impair brake action.
Also suitable for carbon. The 2000-ml refill bag
contains enough product to refill the BIKE CLEAN
pump atomizer (500 ml) four times. It’s hardly worth the
trouble to avoid puddles any more! BIKE CLEAN
is rapidly biodegradable. Enjoy!

SOME LIKE IT HOT:
FOREST & GARDEN FS 2T
Fully synthetic FOREST & GARDEN FS 2T two-stroke motor oil is
precisely tailored for the needs of modern, hot-running two-stroke
forestry, gardening and other small tools with frequent cold starts.
MOTOREX uses top-quality base oils and a special additive technology
designed just for the high temperatures in high-performance
two-stroke engines. The formula is also engineered for the heavier
loads of stop-and-go operation and continual professional
use. FOREST & GARDEN FS 2T is suitable for both
separate and mixed lubrication. It meets the
current API TC, JASO FD and ISO-L-EGD
specifications.
Available in the following container sizes: 200 l,
60 l, 25 l, 5 l and in the 1-liter dispenser bottle.

25 l, 5 l, 2 l and 500-ml pump atomizer.

AVAILABLE

NOW!

MOTOREX BAG-IN-BOX RACK
Practical: the stable MOTOREX stand is the perfect place to keep as
many as six full 20-liter bag-in-box units. The robust metal rack
features a compact design and is even equipped with a drip pan.
Interested? Just ask your MOTOREX partner.
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WHAT’S NEW

MOTOREX CLEAN & CARE:
BETTER SAFETY, CLEANLINESS
AND VALUE RETENTION
MOTOREX has improved the CLEAN & CARE program – with the same commitment to
excellence that we apply to our high-end lubricants. This makes CLEAN & CARE the preferred
vehicle care technology for auto enthusiasts and pro repair shops. The three new colorcoded product lines shine with innovative formulas and impressive quality. The difference
is clear to see. This thorough, time-saving cleaning system provides lasting protection
and dissolves tough dirt. With crystal-clear visibility for better safety. A gleaming clean
vehicle makes a great impression while the interior is hygienic and fresh.
6

GLASS CLEANER

This highly effective glass cleaner brings streak-free, clear
visibility to car windshields and rear-view mirrors. The active
cleaning formula dissolves even the toughest grime such as oil
and silicone streaks from windshields. A simple wipe gives
lasting crystal-clear visibility and improves safety. Now available in a handy foam spray: the easy-to-see foam can be applied in precise quantities even upside-down and won’t drip even
from vertical surfaces. Leaves a pleasant fresh citrus scent.

COCKPIT CARE

“Formula 1” for all interior and exterior plastic parts. Antistatic,
dust and dirt repellent, provides care and protection for consoles
and controls. Contains carnauba wax as a surface sealant for
an exquisite shine. Brightens colors and makes your vehicle look
like new.

INTERIOR CLEAN

Interior cleaner with odor absorber for new hygienic freshness in
the passenger compartment, for upholstery, seats and ceiling.
Deep-cleaning active foam with booster molecules makes a
long-lasting clean interior easy and helps keep it from getting
dirty again. The foam is suitable for all surfaces and materials,
including fabric, plastic, leather, rubber, etc. Handy in the
home, too!

INSECT CLEANER

Universal power cleaner for effortless pre-cleaning of heavy
and stubborn contaminants such as tar, resins and insects
before washing the car. With its highly effective cleaning formula, INSECT CLEANER adheres to grime and dissolves it as
if by magic. Cleans radiator grilles, bumpers, headlights, windshield wipers, etc. in the blink of an eye. Spray on before washing the vehicle.

WHEEL CLEANER

With new active gel formula, this acid-free wheel rim cleaner
quickly and thoroughly removes dirt from rims. The gel adheres
well and is easy and economical to apply from any spraying
position (360°), even in hard-to-reach spots. Brake dust, soot
and street dirt rinse easily off aluminum and steel rims after a
brief application time. Makes cleaning rims fun!

ICE FREE

The dependable “icebreaker” from MOTOREX. Quickly clears
even heavily iced windshields and keeps treated windshields
and mirrors from icing over again. Applied as a preventive
measure, the de-icing spray helps prevent overnight freezing.
For anyone who would rather spend ten seconds spraying than
ten minutes scraping.
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GEAR OIL
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PENTA CT

THE 400 KPH GEAR OIL
Every train carries several of them: axle drives. Their job is to transmit power from an
electric motor to the wheels it drives. These heavy-duty spur gear systems must be lubricated precisely in accordance with manufacturers’ specifications. In collaboration with
Schweizerische Südostbahn AG (SOB) and the Voith technology group, MOTOREX has
developed PENTA CT SAE 75W/90 high-performance gear oil for axle drives in rail vehicles.
8

Axle drives are designed for top performance. They are

drives are removed and overhauled. MOTOREX PENTA

used in a wide range of rail vehicles, including high-

CT SAE 75W/90 was developed in collaboration with

speed trains traveling at speeds of up to 400 kph. Since

Schweizerische Südostbahn AG (SOB) and Voith Turbo

motor and gearing are both housed within the wheel

GmbH & Co. KG. It passed tests based on various travel

truck (bogie), space is at a premium, so final drives are

profiles (regional/s top-and-go, Intercity/high-speed

designed to be not only compact but also lightweight

and challenging topographic profiles). Fully synthetic

and low-noise.

MOTOREX GL-5 class gear oil is officially listed in Voith
Turbo lubrication recommendation 132.00374401 EN

ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY

V11. It displays extremely high shear stability, high

The key to running an efficient rail network is the

resistance to aging and an exemplary load-bearing

operating dependability of the rolling stock. Mainte-

capacity. Further benefits include:

nance and overhaul work are carried out at precisely

•o
 ptimum protection against wear

defined intervals in accordance with manufacturers’

in gearing and bearings

specifications. Between these intervals there is no

• enhanced effectiveness

access to components such as axle-mounted final

• lower operating temperature

drives in rail car wheel trucks. This makes absolute

• ideal for use in high and low temperatures

reliability of the entire system essential, down to the

• stable viscosity-temperature behavior

lubrication.

• high resistance to aging
•e
 ffective protection against corrosion

VOITH APPROVAL

and oxidation

Depending on the manufacturer’s specifications, gear

• very good air release

oil is used for either 250,000 km or one year between
fluid change intervals. Every one million kilometers

“ We were impressed by
MOTOREX PENTA CT’s performance
in various field tests. We have
been using this gear oil throughout
our systems for six months, meeting
SOB’s high requirements.”
Ralf Willkommen, Schweizerische Südostbahn AG,
Support & Engineering
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Stay on track with MOTOREX PENTA CT! •

Planning for the worst: SOB keeps a spare on hand for all key components,
such as this drive unit.

SPECIFICATIONS
API GL-5; API MT-1; VOITH TURBO 132.00374401
Safety + Performance
ARVIN MERITOR 076-N; SAE J2360; MACK GO-J;
MIL-PRF-2105E; ZF TE-ML-05A; ZF TE-ML-07A; ZF TE-ML-08;
ZF TE-ML-12L; ZF TE-ML-12N; ZF TE-ML-16F; ZF TE-ML-17B;
ZF TE-ML-19C; ZF TE-ML-21A; ZF TE-ML-24A
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REPORT

Last year Husqvarna Motorcycles sold
36,886 motorcycles worldwide, and
the trend is upward. The Husqvarna
VITPILEN 701 (photo) was delivered
to dealers at the end of March 2018, to
great applause from fans.

© Husqvarna Motorcycles Media
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COLLABORATION WITH HUSQVARNA MOTORCYLES

PASSION TRIUMPHS
Whether in motor racing or in the world of business, only those who display true
passion when tackling challenges become winners. As one of Europe’s leading
motorcycle manufacturers, Husqvarna Motorcycles has set sales and production
records every year since 2013. MOTOREX has been the Swedish brand’s official
lubricant supplier since the beginning of this year. When two companies imbued
with pioneer spirit climb in the saddle, it’s a sure bet they’re driven by passion.
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REPORT CONTINUED

Husqvarna’s amazing
reputation goes back
to the Motocross
successes of the wild
1960s and 70s.

Swedish factory rider Bill Nilsson captured the
first Motocross Grand Prix World Championship
for Husqvarna in 1960.

With the latest technology and in the legendary Swedish colors, Husqvarna returned to its roots for the 2016 models
with the 701 SUPERMOTO street machine.

The Husqvarna brand has a long pedigree in the motor-

500, developed in-house with a four-stroke V2 OHV

cycle world. Motorcycles have been manufactured in

engine, Sweden’s Gunnar Kalén defeated the entire

Huskvarna, Sweden since 1903. Back then, though, they

global elite to win the European Motorcycle Grand Prix

were more like mopeds: Swedish engineers started by

in the 500-cc class in his home town of Saxtorp in 1933.

buying in a 1.5 hp one-cylinder engine and mounting it

After the war a new form of motorcycle racing became

on a Husqvarna bicycle!

popular in Europe, eventually dubbed “Moto-Cross” in
Belgium. Bill Nilsson won the first motocross world

“The collaboration with Husqvarna Motorcycles
encompasses all of the key components for
a shared success.”

Husqvarna Motorcycles (1903) and MOTOREX (1917)

Edi Fischer, CEO MOTOREX-BUCHER Group AG

each have over 100 years of expertise in their respec-

championship for Husqvarna in 1960.

BOOSTING ONE ANOTHER’S CAPABILITIES

tive domains. The two partners bring their combined

12

MOTOR RACING IN THEIR DNA

experience and ability to bear in the areas of

Competing with other motorcycle manufacturers

• Research and development

comes naturally: Husqvarna got involved in racing

• Racing

early, scoring the first victory in the company’s history

• OEM/factory filling

at the Novemberkåsan race in 1916. On a Husqvarna

• Aftermarket

Well-placed: Husqvarna Motorcycles factory teams are represented in every major offroad racing class!

MOTOREX motor oils and transmission fluids are not

Energy Husqvarna Factory Racing Team came on Jan-

just used in racing, but also for initial filling of all

uary 6, 2018 when the partners faced the interna-

stock Husqvarna motorcycles. In addition, numerous

tional competition together for the first time on three

care and maintenance products from the extensive

continents, in the 2018 Dakar Rally, the US Supercross

MOTO LINE are recommended to customers and distributed through the worldwide Husqvarna dealer net-

“With MOTOREX
we have a lubricant partner
at our side who we can
depend on one hundred percent.”

work. Imbued with pioneering spirit and innovative
power, countless racing triumphs and a commitment
to premium supplier status bring the collaborators
together.

Diego Clement,
Head of Motorsport, Husqvarna Motorcycles

ROCKSTAR ENERGY HUSQVARNA FACTORY
RACING TEAM
In founding the global Rockstar Energy Husqvarna
Factory Racing Team for the 2016 season, Husqvarna

Series and the SuperEnduro world championship. A

Motorcycles further strengthened its worldwide pres-

logistical challenge, successfully mastered through

ence in every offroad discipline. The big day for the

the passionate dedication of everyone involved on

new partnership between MOTOREX and the Rockstar

both sides.
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REPORT CONTINUED
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It’s got what it
takes: The VITPILEN 401’s
engine is lubricated with FORMULA 4T
SAE 15W/50 from MOTOREX.
Promising start: Pablo Quintanilla won the first round of
the rallies world championship in Abu Dhabi.

MOTOREX: TECHNOLOGY
PARTNER AND OEM

for the motorcycle of tomorrow, creating fascinating
studies and prototypes that, combined with the

Broad-based collaboration captures syner-

knowledge gained from racing, will enable new ad-

gies that provide both partners with valuable data in

vances (technology, design, safety) in motorcycle

their respective domains and make innovative solu-

engineering. And with results: in launching the first

tions possible. MOTOREX’s experience in racing and as

of a new generation of pure street bikes (VITPILEN

a Husqvarna Motorcycles OEM (original equipment

401/SVARTPILEN 401 and VITPILEN 701), Husqvarna

manufacturer) make the company a highly welcome

Motorcycles is pursuing further growth. The medium-

technology partner.

term goal is to become the number three motorcycle
brand in Europe.

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE
Although the collaboration between Husqvarna

What the future has in store for the two collaborators

Motorcycles and MOTOREX has just begun, both

is hard to tell. But one thing is sure: every triumph

manufacturers are already working on solutions

starts with passion. •

husqvarnamotorcycles.com
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PRACTICE

5600 KG OF
SHEER POWER

HYDRAULICS AT THE
CORE OF THE MACHINE

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
LUBRICANTS

THE PUMPKIN CRACKER
Green Bull Master – behind this catchy name is a high-yield pumpkin seed
harvesting machine that not only harvests pumpkins, but also breaks them
down and gathers the valuable seeds.
“If you want to eat the nut, you have to crack the shell”

and from there to the suction drum. The seeds are

– even if the “shell” in this case is a pumpkin. The chal-

cleaned by a suction fan and drop into the seed tank.

lenge of building a pumpkin seed harvester was any-

From there a screw conveyor and outlet tube carry the

thing but simple. Josef Fürnschuss Sr. founded Profi

seeds to the transporter vehicle.

800 KG OF PUMPKIN
SEEDS AN HOUR

Landmaschinenbau in 2002 to do just that. Today, together with his son, two engineers and an apprentice,

HYDRAULICS AT THE CORE

he develops, designs and produces technically sophis-

The core of the 5600-kilo machine is a hydraulic system

ticated pumpkin seed harvesting machines for cus-

that holds 120 liters of fluid. Powered by a heavy-duty

tomers in Styria, Lower Austria, Poland and Ukraine.

dual pump, controlled by electromagnetic valves and
filled with MOTOREX COREX HLP 68, the machine can

WITH HEDGEHOG AND BRUSH

accomplish astounding things. It can gather up to 800

A unit nicknamed “the hedgehog” collects pumpkins

kg (dry weight) of seeds per hectare in one hour. A spe-

from the field and carries them to the crusher. To en-

cial reversible transfer case developed in-house en-

sure higher yield, a roller assembly moving in the op-

sures safety and reliability. MOTOREX gear oils play an

posite direction feeds more pumpkins to the hedgehog.

important role in the Green Bull Master. •

After the pumpkins are crushed they are sent to the
sorter, a special drum where the seeds are freed and
sorted out. Rubber conveyors carry the seeds to a brush
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 112
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The pumpkin seed harvester in operation:
youtube.com/watch?v=Kk5-3_ilYVk

The smart builders
of the Green Bull
Master: Josef
Fürnschuss senior
and junior.
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SCOOTER LINE

The variety of different
scooter models is
striking: from classic 50cc two-stroke scooters
to powerful 850-cc fourstroke models with
fuel injection and catalytic converter. And
each scooter engine has
its own particular engine oil requirements. In
the latest SCOOTER LINE,
MOTOREX offers six
top-performance motor
oils for discerning
owners of these practical little two-wheelers.

TOP PERFORMANCE

FOR SCOOTER
ENGINES

2T

Observe manufacturer’s specifications for individual scooter models.

SCOOTER 2T

Synthetic two-stroke
motor oil for scooters.

Ideal for fuel injection and catalytic converter

–

For extreme loads

–

SCOOTER FORZA 2T
Modern fully-synthetic
two-stroke motor oil
for scooters.

For daily use
Tested in stop-and-go traffic
Ideal cold-start properties
Low-smoke formula
Reduces combustion residues
For high operating temperatures
Reduces wear
For premixed and separate lubrication

Specifications

Container size in liters

16

API TC, JASO FC,
ISO-L-EGC

JASO FD, API TC,
ISO-L-EGD, SAFETY &
PERFORMANCE PIAGGIO
HEXAGON

200 l, 60 l, 25 l, 4 l, 1 l

200 l, 60 l, 25 l, 1 l

4T

SCOOTER 4T
SAE 10W/30

SCOOTER 4T
SAE 10W/40

Synthetic multi-viscosity
SAE 10W/30 four-stroke
motor oil for scooters.

Synthetic multi-viscosity
SAE 10W/40 four-stroke
motor oil for scooters.

JASO MB, API SL, API SJ,
API SH, API SG
60 l, 20 l, 1 l

SCOOTER FORZA 4T SCOOTER FORZA 4T
SAE 0W/30
SAE 5W/40
Modern fully synthetic
high-lubricity multiviscosity SAE 0W/30
four-stroke motor oil for
scooters. Specially
developed for the
Piaggio Medley with auto
start & stop.

Modern fully synthetic
high-lubricity multiviscosity SAE 5W/40
four-stroke motor
oil, specially developed
for scooters and
maxi-scooters.

JASO MA 2, API SL, API
SJ, API SH, API SG

VW 506 00, VW 506 01, VW
503 00, ACEA A5/B5-04

JASO MA, API SL, API SJ,
API SH, API SG

200 l, 60 l, 20 l, 1 l

20 l, 1 l

200 l, 60 l, 20 l, 1 l

For daily use
Suitable for stop-and-go traffic
Ideal cold-start properties
For models with and without fuel injection
For high operating temperatures
Reduces wear

–

Lowers fuel consumption FE
Specifications
Container size in liters
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INTERNATIONAL

РОССИЯ

(RUSSIA)

TURNS TO QUALITY

MOTOREX stands for top Swiss quality and highly innovative products – continual growth
is proof. Together with four dedicated distributors, MOTOREX now serves Russia, the world’s
sixth-largest economy, with a land area of 17 million square kilometers and a population of
over 143 million. As they say, better is the enemy of good, and Russians love what’s better –
especially when it says MOTOREX on the label!
MOTOREX currently offers its automotive, motorcycle,

around. Certainly many people do use two-wheeled

bicycle and industrial product lines through four dis-

vehicles as a substitute for cars. But they’re more

tributors and their dealer networks in the fiercely con-

likely to ride a Harley, KTM, Ducati or late-model

tested Russian lubricant market.

mountain bike in their leisure hours. With its hightech MOTO LINE and BIKE LINE lubricant and care

RUSSIA, LAND OF CARS

products, MOTOREX is a peer in quality with the lead-

In the past ten years, the number of cars on Russian

ing bike brands.

roads has grown by half, from 28 million vehicles in
2007 to nearly 42 million in 2017. The greatest number

THE METALWORKING INDUSTRY

of cars are found in Russia’s two biggest cities, Moscow

Machining has a long tradition in Russia. Once domi

and St. Petersburg. The presence of premium brands is

nated by armaments, today the industry’s structure

growing by the day. To maintain them, shops rely on

is much like those of other countries. While simpler

quality MOTOREX CAR LINE products with the appro-

machines and machining processes are still more

priate dealer approvals.

common, ever more complex processes on high-performance multiaxial machining centers play a role in

18

TWO-WHEELERS FOR LEISURE

the growing industry. Since the opening of the market,

Given Russia’s climate and often bad roads, motor

MOTOREX has been a sought-after partner for manu-

cycles and bicycles are not always the best ways to get

facturers with its INDUSTRIAL LINE products. •

LLC INTERTRADE/BIKELAND, MOSCOW
Bikeland is a subsidiary of LLC Intertrade, specializing
in import and distribution of internationally known
motorcycle brands. The company has been Russia’s
exclusive KTM importer for years and supplies the
motorcycle trade with all its daily needs.

MOTOREX MOTO LINE

“The successful collaboration between KTM and
MOTOREX prompted us to include the unique-quality
MOTO LINE products that the OEM uses in our
product line. Our customers are all super-satisfied.” –
Stanislav Borisovets, LLC Intertrade

Founded
1999
Employees
80
Distribution	12 company-owned outlets
in major cities, customer
base with several hundred
motorcycle dealers throughout Russia

PERFORMANCE SPORT, MOSCOW
Performance Sport imports the MOTOREX BIKE LINE
and other well-known brands, distributing them
through its Trial Sport shops, one of the country’s
biggest sporting goods retailers.

“Quality products have long enjoyed lively demand on
the Russian bike market. MOTOREX has just the right
lubricant and care products for us to successfully sell in
our shops.” – Aleksey Kislinsky, Performance Sport

MOTOREX BIKE LINE

Founded
Employees
Distribution

1988
Approx. 350
O ver 50 companyowned outlets in
major cities throughout Russia

OOO WELLE LTD., MOSCOW
A company of the SPK Trading Group, specializing in
wholesale trade in vehicle and industrial lubricants.
Represented nationwide.

“The Russian automotive lubricant market is fiercely
contested. Being successful here takes a strong, reliable
partner. We are impressed with MOTOREX’s broad,
high-quality product range.” – Vasily Ostapchuk,
OOO Welle Ltd. at the 2018 Geneva Motor Show

MOTOREX CAR LINE

Founded
1998
Employees
60
Distribution 	8 company-owned
branches, wholesale
organization and
over 2000 retailers
throughout Russia

OOO QUALITÄT, TOGLIATTI, SAMARA OBLAST
A classic family-owned SME with a long history
as specialist in the metalworking industry.
OOO Qualität has a wealth of know-how and
experience in the industry.

MOTOREX INDUSTRIAL LINE
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Founded
2016
Employees
4
Distribution 	Sub-agencies in
Novosibirsk,
Kazan, Izhevsk and
Yekaterinburg

“In MOTOREX we offer our customers Swiss precision and
quality in liquid form. The focus is always on the customer
and finding the perfect solution for the task at hand.” –
Brothers Sergei (left) and Vladimir Sudarikov, OOO Qualität
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INSIDE

WHAT’S IN IT, AND
HOW MUCH IS THERE?
Have you ever wondered what ingredients besides orange juice, ice (water) and a cherry
might be in your cocktail, and in what proportions? The gas chromatography mass
spectrometer (GC-MS) at the MOTOREX lab can detect substances with extreme precision,
even at concentrations of less than one part per billion (ppb). For example, the process
could determine whether there are still traces of dishwashing liquid in the glass.
Precision analysis is one of the many elements that

throughput time and quantity for each substance

make top-quality MOTOREX products and services

contained in the sample. The “headspace” process can

possible.

also be used to more easily detect volatile components
in the gas phase.

TEAMWORK BETWEEN TWO ANALYTICAL
PROCESSES

MASS SPECTROMETER (MS)

The gas chromatography mass spectrometer (GC-MS)

Mass spectroscopy (MS) is used to measure mass by

is made up of two perfectly complementary devices

ionizing molecules, giving them an electric charge.

connected in series:

These charged particles, or parts of them, are then
sorted and analyzed by their mass and charge, by

GAS CHROMATOGRAPH (GC)

which they can be precisely identified.

Gas chromatography is an analytical method for sepa-
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rating mixtures into individual chemical compounds.

THE KEY TO A NEW LEVEL OF QUALITY

A heated mixture of the sample with a carrier gas

Using the gas chromatography mass spectrometer

(such as helium) is forced through a separating tube

yields numerous benefits for you, our customer. Be-

(capillary column) and separated into its components

low are a few examples of how analysis results in

by volatility and polarity. At the end of the separation

combination with the expertise of the MOTOREX R&D

process is a detector that precisely measures the

department can pay off:

ANALYSIS

BENEFIT

Composition of raw materials and products (by-products, purity, etc.)

Guaranteed quality/conformity with specifications

Precise identification of volatile substances (odors, solvents, etc.)

Worker exposure/VOC content

Critical ingredients/residues (minimal trace quantities in
the ppb range and below!)

Optimization of cleaning processes, etc.

Product performance (aging resistance, reaction products, etc.)

Determining optimum service life

Contamination (mixtures, residues, etc.), e. g. customer samples

Identifying sources of contamination

1. SAMPLE
Liquid (1 microliter = 0.001 ml) or
gaseous (1 unit, e.g. of an implant) in
the vapor space sample.

2. INSERTION OF THE SAMPLE
The sample is automatically injected
with high precision.

3. GC-MS ANALYSIS
The heated sample (at up to 400 °C)
passes through a 30 m separation column
(capillary tube, center of image) to the
GC detector. There the mass spectro
meter takes further measurements.

COMPARISON OF SERVICE STATION GASOLINE (RED) VS. ASPEN 4T
ALKYLATE GASOLINE (GREEN)

Number of signals

Red = Unleaded 95 fuel
Green = ASPEN 4T

Throughput time (of compounds) in minutes

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 112
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4. ASSESSMENT
Whereas numerous critical
aromatic compounds such
as toluene (after 3.034 min)
and xylene (after 4.710 min)
can be detected in conventional
gasoline, the signals from
ASPEN 4T come from linear
or branched hydrocarbons
that are significantly less hazardous than aromatic compounds. The GC-MS helps identify the individual compounds.

(All explanations simplified
to aid understanding)
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NORDIC

DRIVE-IN BOATWASH:

CLEAN BOATS, CLEAN WATER
Algae, mussels and other growths love to encrust boat hulls. Until recently, the solution
to the problem was special growth-inhibiting paint. But these toxic paints pollute
the water and are now prohibited. The environmentally friendly and cost-effective
alternative is the Drive-in Boatwash.
Scrubbing is not exactly a boat owner’s favorite task.

oped by Rentunder AB of Östhammar near Stockholm.

But fouling on boat hulls is not just unattractive, it also

The floating boatwash system is built by subsidiary

slows the boat in the water and increases fuel consump-

Industrihydraulik AB of Arboga. A hydraulic brush

tion. Until recently, keeping the hull clean meant

and washing unit cleans below the water line. Rotat-

hoisting the boat out of the water and then

ing plastic brushes efficiently clean the hull with no

painstakingly cleaning and repainting.
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polluting cleansers, using seawater or lake water alone.

A CLEVER IDEA FROM RENTUNDER

ALL CLEAN IN JUST 10 TO 15 MINUTES

In combination with a biocide-free paint

Rentunder develops, sells and rents stationary and

job or other coating, the solution for keep-

portable boat hull washing equipment to boatyards,

ing boat hulls clean is a regular visit to the

marina operators and private boat owners. Automatic

Boatwash. The Drive-in Boatwash was devel-

mechanical washing of boat hulls eliminates the need

How the Drive-in
Boatwash works:
youtu.be/DU5lsBm2yHI

The boat runs in and is moored. Collection basin for debris. Moving brush unit cleans beneath the water line. Debris is
captured. All done!

for repeated painting with toxic paints. The Drive-in

Ester Synthetic) ISO VG 22 biofluid supply the system

Boatwash is capable of cleaning up to 90 % of all motor-

and keep the equipment functioning safely and effi-

boats and sailboats as big as 16 meters. The job is done

ciently. •

in just ten to fifteen minutes. Depending on operating
conditions, Rentunder recommends washing every four
to twelve weeks.

HYDRAULICS MAKE IT POSSIBLE
The entire mechanical cleaning process takes place
under water! The system is driven by two 3-kW electric
motors that feed the hydraulic pumps for five hydraulic motors (four to turn the brushes, one to move the
brush unit). Two 25-l tanks of rapidly biodegradable
MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES (Hydraulic Environmental

FACT AND FIGURES
Company
CEO
Founded
Employees
Sales
URL

Rentunder Holding AB, Östhammar, Sweden
Mikael Alvén
2009
5
SEK 15 million
www.driveinboatwash.com
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Company
CEO
Founded
Employees
Sales
URL

Industrihydraulik AB, Arboga, Sweden
Conny Stolpe
1974
30
SEK 55 million
www.industrihydraulik.se
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INDUSTRY

SWISSCOOL 8000 FOR
OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
In conventional cutting fluids, each additive has its own separate function. In the
new MOTOREX polymer technology, the additives work together as a team. The
resulting synergies yield numerous benefits when using the innovative emulsion.
With the introduction of SWISSCOOL 8000, MOTOREX launches a new stage in
the development of cutting fluids. The new product meets current legal requirements and exhibits exceptional biostability.
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life. This gives SWISSCOOL 8000 high yield and ideal
flushing and draining properties.

CONFORMS TO CURRENT REGULATIONS
The balanced formula is free of critical elements such
as boric acid and formaldehyde depot substances. The

UP TO 30% BETTER PERFORMANCE

innovative polymer technology hinders nutrient intake

In machining fluid comparison tests, SWISSCOOL 8000

by bacteria, thereby naturally inhibiting their growth.

displayed performance improvements of up to 30 %

The ASTM Method E2275-13 designation certifies the

under identical process conditions (machining para

highest level of biostability. SWISSCOOL 8000 also meets

meters, machines, tools, materials).

REACH requirements as of mid-2018.

WIDE SPECTRUM OF APPLICATIONS

OPTIMUM PROCESS RELIABILITY

The emulsifier in SWISSCOOL 8000 enhances lubrica-

The new polymer-based emulsifier not only makes it

tion and permits smooth cutting of critical aluminum

possible to combine oil and water, but also boosts lubri-

alloys, titanium, high-alloy steels and non-ferrous met-

cation performance. This ensures low-foaming machin-

als. Integrated anti-corrosion features for all-around

ing process reliability with water ranging in hardness

protection of machine and tools makes it possible.

from 5 dGH to 30 dGH.

LOW CONSUMPTION

Ready to optimize your production processes? Your

The new polymer technology enables the additives in

MOTOREX representative will be happy to provide

the fluid to operate effectively over an extended service

more information. •
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BOX

LYNDON POSKITTʼS SWEET “MALLE”
You already know Britain’s Lyndon Poskitt, a true hero on two

in the shape of a “malle” motorcycle box. The sweet surprise was

wheels. In May 2014 he set out on a grand adventure on his

delicious, but Lyndon’s appetite for the next adventure on two

KTM under the motto “Races to Places.” So far he has covered

wheels is even bigger ... •

100,000 kilometers on his motorcycle through heat, cold, wind
and rain. Alone he has visited five continents and no fewer than
50 countries! A high point of his trip was his first time competing in the grueling Dakar Rally in January 2017. Another 9,000
kilometers in the saddle. And no, even after that Lyndon still
wasn’t tired of his motorcycle! He was there again at the start of
the Dakar Rally in 2018 on his KTM 450 in MOTOREX livery. This
time he competed in the extra-tough Malle class, in which riders
are required to carry out any repairs and maintenance on their
own. Only a standard box (“malle” in French) is allowed for carrying tools and parts. With many sacrifices and a few injuries,
Lyndon finished the Dakar 2018 in an outstanding 33rd place in
the overall motorcycle ranking, taking silver in the spectacular
Malle motorcycle class! Back in England he was feted with a cake

OTTOREX
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Watch the video here:
youtu.be/tuiF9hbqZUU

READY FOR THE

BLUETOOTH
LOUDSPEAKER BOY

SNAPBACK
BASEBALL CAP

Cordless loudspeaker with powerful
sound. Integrated selfie release and
handy carrying strap. The battery lasts up
to 3–4 hours. Size: 67×73×56 mm.

Green baseball cap with flat
brim in mottled grey. Embroidered
logo. Snapback fastening in grey.

Article no 451713

Article no 451632

Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 112
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The new polymer technology
from MOTOREX – for greater
precision, efficiency and sustainability.
Are you ready for the future?
Design your production processes fluently and efficiently
with MOTOREX!

SWISSCOOL 8000
FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

MOTOREX AG LANGENTHAL I industrial lubrication technology I www.motorex.com

